Children’s Books to Promote a Growth Mindset

Picture Books:

*Tacky the Penguin* by Helen Lester & Lynn Munsinger

*The Magnificent Thing* by Ashley Spires

*The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes* by Gary Rubenstein

*Beautiful OOPs* by Barney Saltzberg

*When Pigs Fly* by Valerie Coulman

*The Dot & Ish* by Peter Reynolds

*Extra Yarn* by Mac Barnet

*Thank You, Mr. Falker* by Patricia Polacco

*Happiness Doesn’t Come From Headstands* by Tamara Levitt

Middle to Upper Elementary School

*The Lemonade War* by Jacqueline Davies

*Frindle* by Andrew Clements

*The Sign of the Beaver* by Elizabeth George Speare

Middle/High School

*Hatchet* by Gary Paulson

*Wonder* by R.J. Pollacio

*Where the Red Fern Grows* by Wilson Rawls

*To Kill a Mockingbird* by Harper Lee